There are many aspects of my Essence that will be
beneficial to you now in your ever ongoing journey of
exploration, discovery and evolution. My essence
supports one in accessing ever higher states of potential
as a human being. Your earthly journey holds many,
many perceived limitations most concocted by your
human mind through illusional programmes that you
take on as real from a very young age. My essence
allows you to perceive these illusions of separation from
a higher vantage point or perspective. The duality of 3D
life on planet earth is a veritable playground for make
belief and that all starts at a very young age for fledgling
humans who are dependant on others for love and care
until old enough to care for themselves. Depending on
parents or caretakers life stories and their degree of
investment in the illusion of separation children are
indoctrinated very quickly into the Human Play and each
then creates its own version of reality based on the
beliefs about themselves they have accumulated along
the way.
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Hold your visions and intentions within the bosom of
your Heart space and from this space allow your
consciousness to elevate with clear intent to a frequency
that supports you in shifting your perception from fear to
Love. This is like flying to the cliff's edge as I do and
from that vantage point allowing yourself to witness the
programmed you, acting out your life from the
programmes you have believed were real. It is with
detachment that you become the witness and that
requires you to elevate yourself out of the illusion you
have lived your life in and become as the witness the
Truth of Who you Are. My essence will support you to
raise your frequency to the witness state so that even as
you live your life in a perceived dualistic reality that has
created an Illusion of being real, you can also become
the witness through the practices I share with you. Be
open, receptive and willing to allow me to guide you in
ways that will be truly beneficial to your evolution as a
more conscious Being in this earthly experience you are
now experiencing.
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My key to becoming the witness entails a level of high
focus on that which you desire to create or experience
with no room for distraction. It is like your saying “Keep
your eye on the ball” for it is with such single pointed
focus you propel your consciousness into creating that
which you desire. Becoming the witness requires that
focus and entails deep levels of mastery over the
illusional mind as it through its very nature will continue
to run its programmed role of attempting to keep you in
separation consciousness. Coupled with this focus must
come the willingness to embrace a higher perspective on
everything you experience in your earthly life. To
experience the higher perspective it is necessary to
acknowledge the perceived reality of the illusion you are
in whilst also embracing the higher perspective of
knowing and living from who you really are in other
vibrational realms. Getting to the place of witnessing
yourself as a limited being playing out roles in the play of
life on planet earth and then becoming the director of
your earthly life through being that witness in each now
moment is a potential you can achieve.
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My Essence allows you to soar to higher vantage points
of perception by stilling the mind and entering the Heart.
With clear intent you can then journey in consciousness
to a space of elevation that allows you to witness with
detachment the illusional scenarios you seek to gain
clarity on. You can from this space access through open
receptivity the higher true perspective of the greater you
that is connected to the All that Is. The insights received
in this way allow you to understand more clearly why the
particular scenario you seek clarity on has presented and
also what is seeking balance within the situation. You
can then with this awareness take the necessary action
to restore harmony whilst acknowledging and being
grateful for all that has been experienced and learnt. This
skill can be honed with practice and the more practice
you engage in the more skilled you become. The more
skilled you become at this practice the more evolved
your consciousness becomes as you gain the skill to
enter this state at will in each now moment. That means
more conscious awareness no matter what you are
experiencing allowing for greater peace and harmony in
your daily life.
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I ask please for your perspective in relation to the emotional and
old belief patterns and programme releases that are a part of
raising our consciousness?
Yes, this is an important aspect of the flow on effects of attaining
a higher perspective on situations, events and circumstances that
are a constant ongoing part of your life and paradoxically of
upmost importance in order for you to evolve your consciousness
out of dualistic thinking. Much of your old beliefs, patterns,
programmes and thoughtforms are a direct result of your
perceptions of events and interactions in early childhood that
have resulted in emotional blocks in your energy system that
continues to perpetuate similar events and circumstances
through these old thoughtforms, belief systems, patterns and
programmes until the energetic blocks are released. Once you
gain the awareness of the origins of these blocks and old
illusional beliefs and patterns you allow the blocked energy in your
electric system to flow again. Gaining a higher perspective on
these situations, events and circumstances naturally allows for
the release of the emotional blocks and the dissipation of the old
beliefs, patterns and programmes. That release of emotion that
has been blocked for many many years in some cases, does call
for an honouring in feeling and then releasing the many emotions
that have remained frozen and may also entail some major
detoxing on the physical level as blocked emotions can have
many effects in the physical body that will also need to come back
into balance and harmony. So, as I have related so far having a
higher perspective of past events and circumstances that have
contributed to the creation in an ongoing way of major challenges
in your life can quickly assist you to bring more balance and
harmony into your life. Adapting the practice of seeking a higher
vantage point in order to gain higher perspectives is encouraged
now so it may be used as events, circumstances and situations
that arise day to day that cause disharmony may be quickly
harmonised through the acquisition of a higher perspective.
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Yes, I am here in essence within you now as you open to
receive me as a part of you and through intention and
awareness emulate my qualities within yourself. As
eagle, I am never not Eagle so my qualities are evident in
my life even though I am individuated as Eagle and also
of the family of Eagle I am also connected to every other
lifeform on this planet. Likewise, you are an individual
human that is part of the human family but connected to
all living forms on the planet. You as human, however,
have been programmed to believe you are separate from
every human and every life form on the planet whether
plant, animal, mineral or crystal. My essence is
completely free of separation consciousness and I live
only according to my true nature. Humans however are
so programmed in the illusion of separation they
become disconnected from the truth of who they are and
their true nature. So as you know your true nature is not
to be found in separation consciousness kept in place by
judgements of self and others. Separation
consciousness has a frequency that blocks unity
consciousness so it is absolutely necessary to raise your
frequency out of separation and into unity
consciousness in order to reunite with your true self.
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One of the most fundamental requirements to raise your
frequency out of separation consciousness and into
Unity consciousness is the practice of present moment
awareness and the mastery of changing non beneficial
thoughts the moment you are aware of them. This takes
practice in becoming a way of life and as you are aware
the ego will continue to keep you in thoughts of
separation accompanied by feelings that keep you
attached to these thoughts. Immersing your awareness
in these feelings perpetuates the cycle so it is best to
allow yourself to feel the feelings and let them go rather
than resisting them which continues to amplify the non
beneficial thoughts.
So non beneficial thoughts that you become aware of
are best neutralised by thinking better feeling thoughts. If
the thoughts have strong emotional feelings to them
allow yourself to acknowledge and feel the feelings and
let them go in that moment if possible but even if not
then as soon as you have the space to do so as these
unexpressed feelings will continue to energise and
amplify the non beneficial thoughts. A better feeling
thought could be stated silently or out loud and as the
opposite to the non beneficial thoughts.
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It is indeed the classic question which comes first the chicken or
the egg in regard to your thoughts creating or recreating
emotional reactions within you related to previous times when
feelings were suppressed and created emotional blocks in your
energy system. So the thought creates the reaction or trigger
and then that triggers emotional states that intensify and amplify
the original thoughts that then connect you to the thoughts that
were originally present when the event, situation or circumstance
that has been triggered occurred. As time is an illusion, all of
these circumstances events and situations are in this now
moment as past, present, future, parallel lives are all happening
now as also is your cellular memory and genetic coding process.
So, as you are an electrical being all blocks in your energy
system affect your circuitry and require attention in order to have
a free flow of energy in constant movement to ensure health and
wellbeing. In other words, just adapting a better feeling thought
does not allow an emotional block to dissolve. Addressing
emotional blocks is essential in order to access and maintain
higher perspectives of events, situations and circumstances that
occur in your life. Emotional blocks demand attention until
released so avoiding, repressing or denying them never serves
one's evolution and will only continue to create more situations,
circumstances and events until these blocks are acknowledged
and released. So to clarify, it is not possible to gain a higher
perspective of a situation, event or circumstance if you suppress,
deny or ignore addressing the obvious emotional unease you
feel through being triggered into intense feelings in that
particular situation, event or circumstance. In addressing the
emotional blocks though, you can often times gain a higher
perspective by revealing the origin of the emotional block. You
can also seek higher perspectives of current situations, events
and circumstances without being emotionally triggered.
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Addressing emotional blocks is essential in order to
access and maintain higher perspectives of events,
situations and circumstances that occur in your life.
Emotional blocks demand attention until released so
avoiding, repressing or denying them never serves one’s
evolution and will only continue to create more events,
circumstances and events until these blocks are
acknowledged and released. So to clarify it is not
possible to gain a higher perspective of a situation, event
or circumstance if you suppress, deny or ignore
addressing the obvious emotional unease you feel
through being triggered into intense feelings in that
particular situation, event or circumstance. In addressing
the emotional blocks though, you can often times gain a
higher perspective by revealing the origin of the
emotional block. You can also seek higher perspectives
of current situations, events and circumstances without
being emotionally triggered.
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Another important aspect of my essence concerns the
knowing of when to take action on a point of focus. This
requires non action until that knowing presents. That
requires patience and trust in manifesting or attaining
the form of that which one desires. Trust and knowing
are attributes that are cultivated with practice and
ultimately allow strong belief in your abilities as a
creator. My nature demonstrates this by how I acquire
food. Firstly I focus on what that food source will be and
then I wait with trust until I know the exact right time to
swoop and grab my prey. If any of these factors were
missing I would not be in alignment with the outcome I
desire. The knowingness comes from all the other
factors being attended to. First the focus, then the
patience to observe the prey for precision execution of
grabbing prey along with trusting that the knowing of
when to swoop is crystal clear.
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In your desire to release more of the illusions of your
programmed mind you set in motion the continuing
awareness of where your thoughts are and when they
are engaged in the ego play of Illusion and separation.
You know to immediately switch your focus to the
present moment as ego will always be taking you out of
the present moment and into past and future scenarios.
So focusing in the present moment is essential which
requires mastery of the ego. This necessitates being
vigilant of where you are placing your focus and this
requires ongoing consistent practice and patience. So
this is the path to being the observer who is You the Real
You observing what thoughts the ego mind is generating
and remaining detached from its many games to have
you believe that This ego is Who you Are. In Truth You as
Observer are the Real You which is embodied Source
Love.
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My essence is always present in each moment. I observe
the terrain I fly over and reside near to food, water and
shelter. I trust where my inner GPS takes me and observe
all I need to know from a high vantage point either just
standing or flying. I do not expend my energy on
pursuing food willy nilly but instead, I have the patience
to check out first the likelihood of there being a suitable
food source in an area I choose to explore. After
establishing that it is a good location for food, water and
sometimes shelter if it is a new area I and maybe my
family decide to locate to, I then spend time patiently
observing the potential food source so I know exactly
when to swoop and grab. This is always deliberate
focused purposeful action and almost always results in
the acquisition of the targeted food Source. So ponder
on these attributes of my essence and contemplate how
you can incorporate them into your daily life in ways that
allow you to Be in the present moment while also being
deliberate and purposeful in your daily actions
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So by taking a high vantage point meaning for you out of
ego mind into observer mode you can from that space
visualise what it is you desire to create /manifest with
positive feeling. Allowing yourself to be in the feeling of
having acquired your desire but having the patience to
wait with trust until the knowingness to take focused
purposeful action presents. This does not necessarily
mean manifestation of your desire at that time but is an
important step in the manifestation process and may
require more of these actions before the materialisation
of your focused desire
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Your true nature has been hidden under much
conditioning from childhood The expectations to grow
up and enter the treadmill of programmed ways of being
supported by programmed ways of parenting and
schooling has resulted in much of your true nature being
diminished, forgotten, hidden and even banished as your
consciousness has been molded into conforming to
acceptable human behaviour dictated by a belief in
separation, threaded through the whole fabric of your
life. It is a journey to become aware of this as a human
and then to discard the many beliefs and programmes
that have been indoctrinated into your consciousness
and consciously choose a different way that does entail
the return to your True Self and your true pristine nature.
So my Essence also holds the energy of only being
aware of that which I truly Am detached from any illusion
that would suggest otherwise.
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Your true nature is Love and that is all you seek to
reclaim. It is always there so it is/has been a process of
uncovering it from all that kept it from your
consciousness and most importantly from your feeling
of that Love in each now moment. Your focus upon your
True nature is what allows more of it to be felt so whilst
allowing the old to be released you are wise to keep your
focus through intent, feeling and conscious intention
upon that which is the Real Love you truly are. As more
of this is felt and realized more of the ego attachments
and accompanying not so feel good emotions are
surfacing to be acknowledged and released. It is a
deeper layer of this process you have entered now that
calls for greater intention and focused attention on what
it is you really desire. Remember to let your visions and
perspectives expand beyond the illusions of separation.
Feel yourself flowing on that tailwind allowing you the
freedom from ego mind whilst observing with Love and
detachment the dissolution of more attachments that no
longer serve you.
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My Essence is to rise above,
The ego games of lack and fear
High above I feel the Love
I know this Love is my Nature
As I observe from on high
I release with appreciation more of the me
That is part of the Illusion,
And allow the Love I Am
To embody within my Beingness
The observer from on high now integrated within me
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